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25 years ago several persons within the German Chemi-
cal Society realized that computer methods will increas-
ingly play a major role in the processing of chemical
information. This led to the foundation of the Division
“Chemie-Information-Computer (CIC)” and the estab-
lishment of a Workshop “Software-Entwicklung in der
Chemie”, Parallel to this meeting the “Molecular Model-
ing Workshop” was initiated covering more the fields of
molecular modeling and drug design. Over the years the
CIC Workshop embraced the English language and
metamorphosed into a European endeavor.
From the very beginning scientists of all disciplines of
chemistry participated in this Workshop. Initially, a
major emphasis was put on the building of databases
paralleling the work on the Beilstein, the Gmelin, the
SpecInfo and the ChemInform databases. However,
already in the early phases of this Workshop research
was presented on converting chemical information into
knowledge and using this knowledge in systems for
automatic structure elucidation or the design of organic
syntheses.
The Workshop certainly was instrumental in introdu-
cing Chemoinformatics in Germany. Many problems in
Chemoinformatics were tackled and solved. However, it
must be realized that by far not all problems have been
solved. Furthermore, the recognition of Chemoinfor-
matics as a scientific discipline still leaves something to
be desired. These topics will be discussed and
approaches for their improvement will be outlined.
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